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The goal of our work is to create a software for real time network attack detection and classification. We consider the network traffic specified by three different amounts of incoming data : normal,
medium and huge. By the attack we denote the medium and the huge amounts of the traffic. This
type of attack is known as DoS/DDoS [1]; it consists in an unusual amount of traffic delivered to
the server with the aim to shoot the server down. We combine these three traffic amounts with
three different trends: constant, growing and declining. Therefore, we obtain the nine classes for
classification of the traffic. For a simulation a real network traffic we create artificial data using
Fractional Gaussian Noise (FGN).
The traffic is generally represented by a function z : T → V where T = {1, ..., tmax } is a discrete
set of regular time moments and V is a certain range. We generate by FGN several representative
traffic functions per each class and from them we form a reference database z ref = {z1ref , ..., z`ref }
where ` ≥ 9. Finally, we generate one input traffic time series z in which is analyzed and classified
in the following way. In each time moment, we take an extraction (pattern) z P of input traffic z in
and compare z P with all representatives from z ref . The comparison is done by computing the value
of closeness. The class with the lowest closeness is assigned to the actual extraction z P .
Naive approach is based on the pointwise comparison of entries in z P with corresponding entries
of all representatives in the reference database z ref . The main idea of our approach is to reduce
lengths of all involved traffic time series by applying to them the F-transform [2]. We compare these
reduced representations and classify each pattern of the actual data with respect to the defined nine
classes.
To verify the designed algorithm, we created the input z in in such a way that it contains 900
sequentially-ordered time series (100 for each class). The reference database z ref is composed by 27
representatives ziref (3 of each class) where the length of each ziref is 10000. We processed z in and
made 17961 classifications. All classifications were successful; each classification takes 0.015ms of
computation time. Finally, we implemented two applications: the first application runs on a client
and sends UDP packets through network with frequencies given by z in . The second one runs on a
server, monitors number of packets and classifies the state of server in the real time.
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